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We as parents have every right to know what's being taught to our children. I also 

know that there are a lot more parents wanting to pull there children from public 

school and put them in private school or homeschool because they aren't happy with 

what's being taught. However not everyone gets that option because of inflation 

causing them to work more or are single parent which makes it more difficult.  So to 

be fair we should know what's being talked about or taught in school so we can 

decide if we want our kids to participate or not. We should also always have the 

option to opt out on subjects we don't agree with whether it's because of our beliefs 

or not. With an alternative option which complies with our moral standards. We need 

to go back to the basics  get rid of common  core, critical race theory,  and stop these 

sexual books in schools.  Kids are getting so confused these days they don't need 

help from the schools or government causing more confusion. These kids are very 

impressionable and government and school districts are pushed to push there 

agendas on these young minds that can't comprehend things ment for an adult mind. 

Even some adults can't comprehend these new ways of learning which makes life at 

home tough to help them complete their homework. Its sad that the government and 

school districts are trying so hard to push parents out of teaching their own children 

to push there own agenda  of gender equality, sex, etc and not getting an education 

in the basics to become a self sufficient grown adult that can pay bills, know how to 

read, write, and work for what they need. 


